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Skateboard at full speed and escape police More online mini games with voxel appearance Enjoy Gamecube and Wii games on android Choose your favorite song and play it on android device Official game Indian blockbuster Missions and events filled with minigas and vehicles Where sga Angry Birds the Climb hill began at full speed
Epic Skater - a fresh gift to fans of mobile apps created by the development team Kongregate, which has become popular with the release of the famous tiny cubes of dungeon and sheep going. In this game you need to control the crazy extreme left on one of the busy streets of Los Angeles on a skateboard without having special skills
and special workouts. During the campaign, they will have to perform various tricks for which you will earn points, and you can use them to improve the ability of the main character. Don't immediately try to implement the intricate acrobatic elements on the roller board to begin with, just try sliding on the orobs and emerging. Control of the
funny sign is done by moving your phone to the side and simple coatings that everyone can master after training, otherwise you will get constant nervous fractures instead of pleasure. This action takes only a few minutes, and you will be ready for extreme excursions and numerous under-20s on skateboards. The fun arcade game
includes more than 25 varieties of all kinds of tricks with thousands of combinations. Excellent graphic content from the cartoon, made at the appropriate level and will delight the most experienced gaming colorful locations. Go out and overcome obstacles in the form of florists, trash and benches, and download and mod with endless
currency games you can buy them all at once. Skating lovers will finally have the opportunity to enjoy with excellent skating experience at Epic Skater. Here we can collect various interesting skateboards with their unique characteristics. Get involved in more skating activities as you ride out challenging the toughest opponents out there. Be
free to perform super skating stunts as you guide your characters through a series of epic challenges. Complete achievements and meet certain goals for collecting super prizes. And of course you will also have access to various upgrades and adjustments on skateboards. Make more changes and create your dream skateboards. Find out
more about this amazing game from Your Daily Fill with our ratings. StoryIn the game players will have the opportunity to join the newbie skateboarder on their way to reach the top. Take part in various racing activities in the game, as you will take your characters through several locations with your own distinctive sets. You have access to
many interesting tricks and techniques that you can practice and perform on your skateboards. They compete in a number of epic competitions against computer players and online players from all over the world. Challenge each other in for best results and collecting special prizes. In addition, every time you will have the opportunity to
enjoy interesting events where you can join other players in the completely refreshing worlds of skateboarding. Here you will find all the exciting features that the game offers:Gamers in Epic Skater will find you enjoying the game at full thanks to the simple but interesting game it offers. In addition, thanks to intuitive and convenient control
options, it won't take too long until you can fully master the game. You can perform super stunt and skating techniques while enjoying smooth and satisfying gameplay. In addition, with intuitive side-scrolling of the gameplay, you will surely find that the title is much more accessible. And to satisfy dedicated skateboarders, the Epic Skater
also has a variety of interesting and epic tricks and stunts for you to perform. Explore more than 25 unique moves and their many variations as you dive into the super skateboard world. You can do endless combinations as you explore your skateboarding dreams. And by displaying the names of tricks and combinations that are running,
the game allows Android gamers to fully interfere in their experiences in the game. In addition, when you're driving on epic tracks, you can also collect some coins and amplifiers that are laid on the go for free. Calculate your moves to deliver epic stunts while still having access to many interesting prizes on the tracks. Collect as many coins
and amplifiers as possible to earn your bonuses and get the best results. And for those interested, you can also offset your skaters after every skateboarding challenge to unlock new special moves and enjoy better performances in the game. You can freely multithing your results with guaranteed with your combination of special
techniques and more. There are many interesting moves to unlock with your level-ups. To make your skaters more capable of challenges, they can also pick up the various interesting upgrades available in the game. Drop your potential to jump higher, meli harder, and be free to make a lot of adjustments. Change the look on your boards
when you skate the furthest, make epic combos, and learn to be the real Epic Skater.With an addictive Career Mode, the toy in the Epic Skater will have its chances to experience great in-game skateboarding levels and challenges. Look for a series of epic rides as you take on serious skateboarding levels across the country. Put your epic
skills and abilities to the test of incredible environments. In addition to focusing on overcoming challenges and obstacles, players in Epic Skater will also have access to more goals in the game that they can pick up. Meet your goals and goals for each round to unlock the best results and special rewards. In addition, Android gamers can
also enjoy an addictive online leaderboard contest You can enjoy the game with friends and online players whenever you want. You can compete for the dominance of the rankings and earn special prizes when you climb to the top. And for dedicated players, you will always have access to many interesting daily awards from the Epic
Skater. Explore the dozens of super prizes that continue to be stacked as you continue to return to the game. Despite all those amazing features, the game is still free for all Android gamers to download and enjoy. If we say this, you can install it on your mobile devices by downloading the game from the Google Play Store without paying
for it. However, some of you may not be entirely satisfied with annoying ads and in-game shopping restrictions. Therefore, you may want to go for our modified version of the game instead. With it you can unlock unlimited purchases with endless coins and sodom. And you must do it to download our Epic Skater Mod APK from our website.
For those interested, the game is probably one of the most impressive Android title in terms of visual experience. And it's not because it has amazing 3D graphics, but because they have introduced both amazing physics and responsive visual effects. This allows players to fully interfere in their skateboarding experience. In addition,
powerful and influential sound effects will blow you away with addictive gameplay. Besides, we shouldn't overlook the satisfying soundtracks, because you come back to the game every time. Fans of true skate and skater celebrities will have another amazing skateboarding title to enjoy on their mobile devices. And more importantly, with
our fashions everything will be much more enjoyable. Kongregate Android 4.0.3 + Version: $2.0.12 Epic skate (MOD, Unlimited Coins/Soda) - Start a skate that skates through the busy streets of Los Angeles. Improve your character and sing to perform complex tricks, there are more than 25 in the game. Updated to version 2.0.12! Eight
million players and counting. Thanks for playing, everyone!**Pocket Gamer Silver Award Winner**Kickflip, grinding, hand-in-hand and combining your way through the streets of Los Angeles in Epic Sskater. This free skating game will keep you from going back for more as you master dozens of tricks that combine into endless
combinations. The Epic Skater has something for everyone as you compete remotely, the biggest combo, or the highest overall score. Play what you want. This game is optimized for phones and tablets. Happy sequect! FEATURES: *Over 25 unique tricks that combine into millions of gnarly combos. *Trick over monster gaps for big
points. *Fight your friends for supremacy on the scale. *Upgrade your state to jump higher, meli faster, manually farther, and more! *Level your skater multiplies your score in the stratosphere. *Skate the furthest, combine the largest, or maximise as much as possible to make it truly epic skate. PLEASE NOTE: The epic sska Free to play,
but some items in the game can be purchased for real money. If you do not want to use this feature, disable device settings. Settings.
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